
POWER-UP:

/tin» that reappears on subsequent power-ups, the terminal is
until the 4 leds turn on. if there is an error message

faulty. ll the terminal does not start, replace the
batteries or connect an external power source, it this
does not help, the terminal must be serviced.

POWER-DOWN:

ON /‘V

STARTING A NEW OPERATION:

The terminal is ready for a new operation, when it
displays the prompt — This state will be
reached by com leting the current operation or by
pressing the ~key once or twice.

ENTEFUNG A NEW FREE FORMAT MESSAGE
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EDITING A FREE FORMAT MESSAGE:
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is inserted in front of +< (cursor)

scrolls the message to the left

scrolls the message to the right

r (X) rem

displays the beginning of the message

displays the last pan of the message

deletes the character in front of '

deletes the entire message

When editing is done. press

ENTERING A FlXED'FOFtMAT MESSAGE:
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TRANSMITTING
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While the terminal transmits. the TRANSMH"-led is on.

READING THE RECEIVED MESSAGES:
The reception ot a message turns on the MESSAGE»
led, it will be turned oft after the messages
have been read.
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, The receiving memory is empty

->-> [IE] a-<~ move the message
--> 1 f 4-- on the display

re used to read a fixed format message

eletes the message and displays the next one

isplays the next message

terminates the reading ot the messages.T M

it the header contains- the message contains uncorrectable
transmission errors. -announces that the time of transmission
and reception difter by more than 5 minutes. This could be
caused by an opponent playing back a recorded message.

CHARGING OF THE BATTERIES:

it the BATTERY LOW -led is on, the power supply of the
terminal is too low and the batteries must be replaced
or charged. Before charging connect an external power
supply of 1O...30 volts.
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starts continuous charging with 400 mA

starts charging for 4.5 h with t_2 A

Y starts charging tor 20 min with 3 A

The CHARGE-led is on during charging
To terminate charging enter:
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CONNECTING THE TERMINAL TO A COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT:

Connect a cable between the terminals "RADIO"-connector
and the communications equipment. Turn on both devices.
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